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A

ccustomed to managing one or two peaks
throughout the course of a year, the retail
supply chain is currently facing challenges that it
has never dealt with before. Challenged by the rigors of omnichannel fulfillment, constantly changing customer expectations, and shrinking delivery
times, retailers moved into 2020 and soon found
themselves also having to navigate the complexities of the global pandemic.
Already underway pre-COVID, the push to automate warehouses, distribution centers (DCs) and
stores has accelerated as the world’s retail supply
chains become even more complex. Along with focusing on summer and holiday season peaks, for
instance, companies now need new ways to stay
competitive while enhancing their fulfillment capabilities during this constant period of uncertainty.
“Previously, there just wasn’t a sense of urgency.
Retailers were simply willing to deal with the discomfort of holiday or summer peaks,” said John
Carenbauer, senior offering and product manager,
Honeywell Voice.
“Now, retailers are spending millions of dollars
to sustain their stores and support higher levels
of online traffic,” said Carenbauer, “while also

implementing new employee and customer safety measures. For example, companies used to be
able to hire additional, temporary labor to manage
the increase in business volume, knowing the need
would wane within a few weeks or months.”
In today’s environment, that need is steadier, yet
the patterns are less predictable and the labor itself is more difficult to manage (e.g., due to workplace social distancing rules). When these challenges converge, they create an environment that’s
ripe for more automation and technology.
What’s more, these challenges don’t appear to be
going away anytime soon. “We’re seeing an entirely new set of consumers shopping online for basics
like groceries,” said Carenbauer. “This ‘new’ online
traffic is going to sustain itself. Even if a few people
drop off and go back to the store, an entirely new
group of customers are going to continue to shop
online. Retailers have to be prepared for this.”
In this guidebook, we explore the roles that microfulfillment and voice-directed warehousing technologies are playing in the modern fulfillment
environment and show how they can work together
to support the retail supply chain during any
business conditions.
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What Is Micro-fulfillment?
To better understand what it takes to meet customers’ demand for fast
shipping in today’s e-commerce environment, it helps to know what “same-day”
and “last-mile” really mean. Here are some basic definitions for each:
Getting the right stuff to the right place at the
right time continues to be a difficult goal for companies as they attempt to balance their own business challenges with evolving customer demands.
To meet escalating customer service demands,
organizations are seeking ways to augment traditional, regional DC hubs with strategies that
support fast fulfillment — effectively closing the
“last-mile” delivery gaps that so many retailers
struggle to bridge.
Enter the micro-fulfillment center (MFC).
Using highly automated, high-density, smallfootprint automation systems installed in
stand-alone facilities or within close proximity
to existing stores (or, even in those stores),
micro-fulfillment centers are the perfect blend
of automation equipment, robotics, voice, and
advanced execution software.

Within the micro-fulfillment center, automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/
RS) help to increase throughput and efficiency while reducing labor requirements and
storage footprints. Scalable and able to
accommodate increased transactional and
storage demands, AS/RS are efficient, highperformance solutions that manage goodsto-person/robot order fulfillment; mixed-load,
full-case and break-pack order fulfillment; and
returns processing, among other functions.
“Micro-fulfillment solves retailers’ last-mile
problems by putting the inventory closer to
customers in the back of the store or stand-alone
location,” said Eric Harty, VP of robotics solutions
offering at Honeywell Intelligrated, “while at the
same time automating fulfillment workflows.”
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THE MACRO

TRENDS BEHIND MICRO-FULFILLMENT CENTERS

The rapidly evolving retail market is dictating innovative, flexible and automated approaches to e-commerce order
fulfillment. To improve delivery windows and shorten the distance between DCs and consumers, companies across
the retail spectrum are adopting MFC strategies.
WHAT ARE

MICROFULFILLMENT
CENTERS?

Highly automated, high-density,
small-footprint, order fulfillment
systems or structures

Installed in stand-alone facilities
or in (or near) existing stores

Augment regional DC hubs
and deliver robust fulfillment
capabilities where they’re
needed most

A PERFECT STORM OF OMNICHANNEL RETAIL CHALLENGES
E-commerce pressures have created a perfect storm of market conditions
for micro-fulfillment strategies to emerge.

E-COMMERCE
GROWTH
Worldwide e-commerce
sales are poised to
double between
2018 and 2023.

RISING DELIVERY
EXPECTATIONS
56% of consumers
between the ages of
18–34 expect
same-day
delivery.

CLICKAND-COLLECT
67% of shoppers
in the U.S. have used
“buy online, pick up
in store” (BOPIS).

URBANIZATION
54% of the world’s
population live in urban
areas; this figure is
expected to grow to
68% by 2050.

DECLINING
WAREHOUSE SPACE
Industrial and logistics
real estate vacancy rates
remain near historic
lows in 2020.

SKU PROLIFERATION
The seemingly limitless
expansion of product
varieties and diverse
inventories magnify
fulfillment
complexities.

LABOR CHALLENGES
Nearly one-third of
distribution and fulfillment
(D&F) operations experience
turnover rates between
25% and 100%.

ONLINE GROCERY
Grocers incur a loss
of $5 – $15 on every
manually picked
online grocery
order.

FAST, FLEXIBLE
IMPLEMENTATION
Retailers need flexible and scalable
micro-fulfillment solutions that can
be implemented quickly and meet
unpredictable e-commerce demand.
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Micro-fulfillment also helps solve these
pressing issues that retailers face on a daily basis:
Demand for faster delivery times. 56% of online consumers between the ages of 18–34 expect
same-day delivery. Traditional fulfillment strategies simply can’t keep pace with these expectations.
The meteoric rise of click-and-collect. Efficiently fulfilling click-and-collect or curbside
pickup orders has proved problematic and unprofitable for grocers and big-box retailers. This
problem really came to light during the pandemic, when a high percentage of consumers
started using click-and-collect or curbside pickup models. In fact, food retailers incur a loss of
$5–$15 for every manually picked online grocery
order (while store aisles are clogged with clickand-collect order pickers who create unpleasant
shopping experiences for other shoppers while
also cannibalizing inventory meant to support
the in-person shopping experience).
The urbanization movement. Moving microfulfillment centers closer to high-population centers
significantly improves last-mile (or last-hour)
delivery. As a result, brick-and-mortar retailers
can leverage their existing stores to create a more
geographically dispersed distribution network.

Lack of physical space. Industrial and
logistics real estate vacancy rates remain
near historic lows, making it more difficult
or cost-prohibitive to invest in traditional
DC footprints. Retailers need options to
create effective stand-alone or in-store fulfillment strategies.
Too many manual systems. Even in today’s tech-centric business world, many
retailers continue to rely on highly manual click-and-collect/curbside pickup fulfillment approaches. After printing off an
order, for example, employees walk around
the store checking off products on a clipboard (or, scanning them with a handheld
device) and filling up a big cart with the
goods. As the minutes tick down, these employees push into “rush mode” to get the orders filled and out the door. This approach
is neither time- nor cost-efficient for the
retailer, which has to repeat the activity
over and over again throughout the course
of a day. The same issues transcend into
the warehouse or DC, where clipboards,
pencils, and spreadsheets greatly impede
productivity and efficiency.
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Massive SKU proliferation. The seemingly limitless expansion of product varieties and
diverse inventories only magnifies fulfillment
complexities. Dense storage and fulfillment automation has proven very effective in addressing
these complexities, even for grocers that are just
entering the e-commerce arena.
Persistent labor challenges. Nearly onethird of distribution and fulfillment operations
experience turnover rates of 25% to 100%. Newer
challenges include the need for socially distanced workplaces and the push to leverage more
remote workforces. As fulfillment speeds and
complexities approach the limits of human
capabilities, relying on manual labor alone is
simply not a viable long-term strategy.

In surveying the retail space, Carenbauer
said grocers and do-it-yourself stores
have been hit especially hard by the realities of pandemic buying. “People need
to eat, and they have a lot of time on their
hands to do some cool projects around
the house,” he explained. “That’s where
we’ve seen some huge upticks in volume
or ‘peaks.’”
Those peaks could be here to stay due to
the higher number of buyers who are now
comfortable shopping online. This will put
new pressures on retail supply chains,
which must adapt to these “online-centric
purchasing behaviors,” said Carenbauer,
or risk falling behind the rest of the pack.

AMBIENT AISLES
GOODS-TO-PERSON
(GTP) PICKING
STATIONS
DELIVERY
PICKUP

CHILLED/FRESH
AISLE
FREEZER

AISLE PICK

CURBSIDE
PICKUP

FAST PICK
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Supporting High-volume Retail
From grocers to major e-commerce players to
traditional big-box stores, all retailers are facing
unprecedented omnichannel fulfillment complexities right now. Not only do customers want faster order fulfillment and delivery, but they’re also
choosing the click-and-collect option and expecting their orders to be ready for curbside or online
pickup within a few hours.
For both pure-play e-tailers and brick-andmortar leaders, adopting a micro-fulfillment
strategy helps accelerate deliveries and shorten
the distance between fulfillment centers and the
end customers. By deploying robust, flexible microfulfillment solutions that incorporate voice technology, companies can both improve fulfillment
logistics and meet escalating consumer demands.
Combined with proven voice-directed workflows,
retailers can effectively leverage a technology
that many of them are already using for picking
and packing in their warehouses and DCs. By applying voice technology to fast-pick areas of their
operations, the same retailers can reduce employee training/onboarding time by 50%, improve
accuracy, increase productivity, and allow work
to be done in a hands-free manner.
Flexible by nature, micro-fulfillment centers
work within existing store footprints, bolted
onto a store or in a stand-alone facility. “Microfulfillment solutions are customized to a specific

company’s needs,” said Harty, “so it really comes
down to what the back of your store looks like,
what you want to put in it, whether you want a
‘dark’ store, and how much space you need.”
Regardless of its specific setup parameters,
Carenbauer said the typical voice-enabled,
micro-fulfillment setup helps boost employee
productivity by anywhere from 20% to 35%.
Other key benefits include accuracy rates that
range from 98% to 99% — an important key
performance indicator (KPI) in the e-commerce
world, where the next competitor is literally a
single mouse click or screen tap away.
The combination of micro-fulfillment and voice
also helps companies create a safer work environment at a time when more organizations are
keeping a close eye on this indicator. Because
workers aren’t walking around looking at their
device screens, shuffling through papers, or trying to manually scan products, the entire fulfillment process is streamlined, safer, and more
efficient overall. AS/RS shuttles also effectively
manage the inventory picking and delivery processes for both goods-to-person and goods-to-robot, effectively minimizing touchpoints and further improving efficiencies. And because it taps
directly into the Honeywell ecosystem, the solution can incorporate voice-over IP, push-to-talk
solutions that support effective in-store communication and collaboration.
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NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION
With
t a micro-fulfillment strategy, retailers can expand their fulfillment capabilities
by implementing high-density automation technologies in urban facilities and retail stores.

SMALL
PHYSICAL FOOTPRINT

DISTRIBUTED
FULFILLMENT AGILITY

FLEXIBLE
AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

MFCs typically
occupy spaces less
than 20,000 sq. ft.

MFCs support a hub-and-spoke
distribution model, with regional DCs as
the hub and multiple spokes located within
proximity to urban population centers.

MFCs can maintain an inventory
of 8,000–15,000 SKUs with the
automated efficiencies to enable
accurate, high-velocity fulfillment.

EMERGING MICRO-FULFILLMENT TECHNOLOGIES
Equipment manufacturers are leveraging existing automation technologies and
emerging advancements to innovate new micro-fulfillment solutions.
AS/RS GTP
SHUTTLE

Smaller-scale, AS/RS shuttles retrieve goods from one or more aisles of high-velocity inventory
and deliver them directly to an operator station for picking and order consolidation. In a typical
online grocery scenario, the MFC could handle 600–2,500 totes per hour.

HIGH-DENSITY
STORAGE

Cube-like storage structures combine robotics and AS/RS technologies to reduce storage
space by up to 85%. MFCs provide fast, accurate robotic retrieval to ergonomic workstations—
and can achieve up to 500 tote/bin presentations per hour at a single workstation.

ENHANCED
ROBOTIC
INTEGRATION

For even less reliance on manual labor, both AS/RS shuttle and high-density storage systems
can be equipped with mobile robots in a goods-to-robot (GTR) configuration or integrate robotic
arm and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies for picking. Robotic MFC solutions are capable of
processing high volumes of data for faster decision-making across a variety of process workflows.
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Weathering the Storm
As more consumers purchase through preferred online channels,
worldwide e-commerce sales are on track to double between 2018 and
2023. Combined with escalating labor challenges, the scarcity of real
estate, and the need to digitize fulfillment and supply chain logistics,
e-commerce pressures have created a “perfect storm” of market
conditions that can be solved with micro-fulfillment strategies.

ABOUT US
Honeywell Intelligrated designs, manufactures, integrates and installs complete
material handling automation solutions,
including conveyor, IntelliSort® sortation,
Alvey® palletizers, Honeywell Robotics,
automated storage and retrieval systems,
and voice- and light-directed picking
technologies — all managed by advanced
machine controls and our best-in-class
Momentum™ warehouse execution system. By drawing on an ever-expanding
portfolio and deep industry expertise, we
provide best-fit, scalable solutions to help
businesses optimize and manage their entire fulfillment processes, from receiving
to shipping — and everything in between.

HONEYWELL INTELLIGRATED
HEADQUARTERS
7901 Innovation Way, Mason, Ohio 45040
Phone: 1.866.936.7300
Email: info@intelligrated.com

www.intelligrated.com
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